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From the editor

Merriment and Magic

E

ntertaining season is upon us.  And nothing motivates
me to spruce up my home more than a festive holiday
party and seasonal decorating. Bring on the lights,
crank up the music, set the table, and drape some
garland. The most wonderful time of the year is here!
    It’s also the busiest time of the year, and our
editorial team has been joyfully working on a gift just for you:
a new editors’ piece we are calling Fabulous & Feature Worthy.  In this
Best of Guide, we have offered a new outlet for capturing high-style
interior design in the Triangle area.  Unwrap pages of inspiring design
in a room-by-room feature that showcases the exquisite talent in our
community (page 29).
Gift giving is one of the most delightful parts of the holiday season,
but it seems like it gets harder and harder every year to come up with
an original gift. To help, we asked local interior designers — some of
the area’s most creative minds — what they enjoy giving, and, wow, did
they deliver! Be sure to check out their fun, out-of-the-box ideas that are
perfect for everyone on your list (page 18).
As we gather (and linger) around the table this season, we fill our dining
rooms with love and beauty. So we curated three tablescape styles which
feature brand new fine china patterns that will elevate your entertaining
and tabletop decor. From whimsical monograms to simple geometric
patterns to nature-inspired forms, we’ve got you covered (page 14).
The true elegance of the holidays is captured through celebrating new
and old traditions, connecting with friends and family, and giving back.  
Growing up, my family always beautifully captured the magic of the
season, and admittedly, I continue to take the tradition overboard in my
home. Whether you prefer to keep the season subtle or bring on the glitter
and glamour, Home Design & Decor is here to help inspire your own magic.  
Thank you for connecting with us, and cheers to celebrating the spirit
of the season together!
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On The Cover:
An updated dining
room becomes
a cover-worthy
setting for holiday
entertaining thanks
to interior designer
Jenny Cimino with
Lavish Raleigh.

angieu@homedesigndecormag.com
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hello
HOLIDAYS

SPECIAL SAVINGS GOING ON NOW

CARY 5717 DILLARD DRIVE 919.233.9190
RALEIGH 4380 LASSITER AT NORTH HILLS AVENUE 919.781.9431
Ask a designer or visit ethanallen.com for details. Sale going on for a limited time. ©2017 Ethan Allen Global, Inc.
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dwell
The people, places, and things that elevate your home and living.

Luca Andrisani by Lenox Blue Azzurro Dinner Collection / www.lenox.com
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style | tabletop

Table

Manners
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

Personal Touch
Hand-cut crystal, monogrammed linens, engraved
silverware, and gilded accents set the scene for
a charming vintage-inspired soiree filled with
whimsical patterns and contemporary colors.
Clockwise from top left:
Anthropologie Rediscovered Flatware / $36 for set of five /
www.anthropologie.com
Fisheye Brooklyn Gold-Dipped Pink Pinch Bowls / $58 for set of
two / www.food52.com
Chateau Baccarat Degustation Set / $240 / www.baccarat.com
Julia B. Quattro Mani Tabletop Collection / available in four
collections / starting at $700 for set of 4 / www.juliab.com
William Yeoward Crystal Inez Carafe Bottle / $410 /
www.shopquintessentials.com
Vietri Incanto Striped Scalloped Bread Plate / $112 /
www.neimanmarcus.com

Taking Shape
The traditional blue-and-white scheme
takes on a modern approach by employing
minimalist design, gold accents, and clean
lines to bring an architectural, geometricinspired element to the table.

Clockwise from top left:
Luca Andrisani by Lenox Blue Azzurro Dinner Collection / www.belk.com
CB2 Basket Bowl / $44.95 / www.cb2.com
Jonathan Adler Mykonos Satin Stitch Napkin / $24 / www.jonathanadler.com
Jonathan Adler Nixon Cake Stand / $228 / www.jonathanadler.com
Fferrone Margot Red Wine Goblet / $120 for set of two / www.fferrone.com
Crate & Barrel Tour Wine Carafe / $99.95 / www.crateandbarrel.com
Mepra Due 5-Piece Cutlery Set / $152.20 / www.themine.com
Mint Pantry Estrela Salt & Pepper Shakers / $38.99 / www.allmodern.com
Best of Guide 2017 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 15

Natural
Curiosities
Gilded leaf platters, brass branch servers, twig napkin rings, and foliage
motif dinnerware take cues from earth’s organic shapes and natural
variations to create the perfect enchanting table setting.
Clockwise from top left:
Jayson Home Branch Brass Servers / $75 / www.jaysonhome.com
Robert Haviland & C. Parlon Daphne Dinner Service for Mottahedeh /
available in six colorways / price upon request / www.mottahedeh.com
Kim Seybert Beaded Placemats / www.kimseybert.com
Michael Aram Magnolia Medium Platter / $160 / www.baileybox.com
L’Objet Han Spice Jewels / $185 for set of two / www.jungleeny.com
Juliska Amalia Full Body Red Wine Glass / $68 / www.shopquintessentials.com
Blue Pheasant Tara Napkin Rings / $68 for set of four /
www.graciousstyle.com

market | gift guide

Eye for

DESIGN
Designer-curated gift ideas for
everyone on your list
By Aleigh Acerni
Don’t let finding the perfect gift add more stress to the hustle and bustle of the holiday season.
We turned to local designers for expert (and exquisite) gift ideas that are always on point—even for
the most design-conscious recipients on your list. Whether you’re shopping for the hostess or for
something to wrap and nestle under the tree, you’re sure to find inspiration here.

“Who doesn’t love a great game,
and especially a fabulous looking
one you can display on a table? I love
exploring the MoMA gift shop for all
sorts of fun and unique gifts!” MoMA
Design Store colorful backgammon set,
$89, www.store.moma.org

Barrie Benson
Barrie Benson
Interior Design
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“A special gift I love to give is vintage
barware with a bottle of Italian Amaro.
On the card I’ll include a note or recipe
for my favorite cocktail.” Dorothy
Thorpe set of eight glasses with ice bucket
and carrier, $425, www.1stdibs.com

“These colorful cheese knives
are perfect for entertaining
and are a great price! Wrap
with a jar of truffle honey for
the ultimate hostess gift.”
Kip & Co musk cheese knife,
$19 each, www.kipandco.com

Charlotte Lucas
Charlotte Lucas
Interior Design

“These whimsical coasters make great
hostess gifts and pack a punch of color
to any holiday party.” House of Harris
cocktail coasters, $35 for a set of four,
www.houseofharris.com

“These fun wristlet keychains are
just the right price. They’re stylish,
functional, and in the event you
take an Uber, you can unclip your
keys and wear it as a bangle. Some
people think of everything!”
Reprotique wristlet keychains,
$38, www.abodehomedesign.com

Mary Tobias Miller
“We learned very quickly that Goē Oil has a cult
following. With twenty-eight uses ranging from
moisturizer and eye makeup remover to hair
styling gel and aftershave, this product is a sure
hit for even the pickiest gift recipient.” Goē oil,
$55, www.abodehomedesign.com

Abode Home Design
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“Who doesn’t like to indulge
in a little chocolate every once
in a while? This sampler pack
is a great gift option for those
with a sweet tooth.” Videri
Chocolate Factory 15-piece
confections box, $42.75,
www.viderichocolatefactory.com

“These candles are always a
charming gift option. With so
many delicious scents to choose
from, you can’t go wrong!” Nest
Fragrances holiday classic candle,
$40, www.nestfragrances.com

Elizabeth O’Neal
Teal Interior Design

“It’s the perfect blanket made
from all natural materials. If
it’s something that will be used
every day, it’s worth splurging
on a bit of luxury.” Peacock Alley
all seasons cotton blanket, $190,
www.peacockalley.com

Vicky Serany
Southern Studio
Interior Design
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“A statement necklace that adds casual
sophistication to any outfit. The shell
necklace is perfect for beach lovers!”
Twine & Twig brass pendant necklace,
$185, www.twineandtwigstyle.com

palette | berry reds

Berry and

BRight

Interior design by Miles Redd; Photography by Francesco Lagnese

From raspberry and ruby
to garnet and aubergine,
the warmth and intensity
of blue-based berry reds
have a dramatic effect.
By Ashley Hotham Cox

D

rench your interiors with a
succulent red
that adds depth
while exuding
decadence and
luxe living. Just take a look at the
lacquer library renowned designer
Miles Redd created. Choosing the
right sheen will enhance a color,
and in this instance, all the theatrics
are out on display. From pops of
vibrant fuchsia to subtle strokes of
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deep cranberry, the different shades
of this rich, saturated hue works
well with a variety of ambiences.
As for textiles, lush cut velvets set
a sensual tone while light-weight
ikats impart a playful sophistication.
This sumptuous color pairs nicely
with complementary greens such as
emerald and peridot. But to really
indulge the senses, incorporate a
rich dark chocolate into the space.
It will leave your mouth watering.u

Clockwise from left:
Fabrics:
Robert Allen Helios Plaid in Fuchsia / to the trade / www.robertallendesign.com
Kravet Polka Dot Plush in Plum / to the trade / www.kravet.com
F. Schumacher Samarkand Ikat II in Ruby / to the trade / www.fschumacher.com
Old World Weavers Piazza Mercanti in Raspberry for STARK Fabrics / to the trade / www.starkcarpet.com
Kravet Reva in Berry / to the trade / www.kravet.com
F. Schumacher Pavone Velvet in Garnet / to the trade / www.fschumacher.com
F. Schumacher Shock Wave in Ruby / to the trade / www.fschumacher.com
Products:
abcDNA Mohair Throw in Raspberry / $350 / www.abchome.com
Worlds Away Stella Bench in Pink / $1,385 / www.laylagrace.com
Murano Glass Trunk Box in Violet / $1,800 / www.flairhomecollection.com
Hollings Swivel Chair / $3,150 / www.taylorburkehome.com
Mimosa End Table in Gypsy Rose / $735 / www.frenchheritage.com
Florence Broadhurst Yvan’s Geo Cushion in Magenta / $168.27 / www.shopcandelabra.com
FLAIR Home Collection Ice Bucket in Cinnabar / $750 / www.flairhomecollection.com
Best of Guide 2017 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 23

profile | design board

Betsy Bardi
Bardi Designs

“I have always loved construction. I
am a firm believer that in order to create
the entire vision for a home there must
be some aspect of construction involved
during the interior design process.
The wall and ceiling finishes, lighting,
tiles, plumbing fixtures, and floor
finishes are just as important as the rugs
and the pillows on the sofa. Almost every
project I work with includes some construction element, whether it’s removing
a wall, installing a reclaimed wall, custom
making furniture pieces, barn doors,
unusual tile, flooring, or custom built-ins.
This way the full potential of the space is
realized and then celebrated.”

Tips of the trade
• Break the rules and use largescale decorative lighting,
especially pendants and
chandeliers.
• Collect things that you love and
display them creatively. Your
home should be an individual
reflection of you.
• Fewer, bigger pieces in a space
help provide the “wow” factor
and don’t feel cluttered or busy.

Clockwise from top left:
Alicia in Alabaster Candleholder / www.johnrichard.com
Universal Furniture Avenue Chest / www.universaltothetrade.com
Floating Agate Table Lamp / www.johnrichard.com
Vulcan Vases / www.cyandesign.biz
Brass and Glass Teardrop Nine-Light Chandelier /
www.johnrichard.com
Organic Movement in Antique Silver / www.johnrichard.com

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNIT Y

Home Design

A mix of classic, modern and eclectic, this kitchen designed by Lisa Sherry Interieurs is white hot. Concrete countertops and zero upper cabinetry offset the classic Georgian moldings and window casings. Phillip Jeffries Bestowed
Birch wallpaper and light pendants fashioned from Indonesian chicken baskets create interest. The kitchen faucet by
Waterstone is in unlacquered brass so that it will age gracefully. Photography by Patrick Cline.

Fabulous & Feature Worthy

Technology Treasure Trove

Page 29

Page 50

Born in London, enjoyed around the world

any furniture,
any finish.

customize your furniture
with over 200 finishes.

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!
2030 Clark Avenue | Raleigh, NC | t: 919.803.0826 | StevenShellLiving.com

Furniture...Objets de vertu...Accessories and so much more.

Fabulous &
Feature Worthy
Our Area’s Top Talent Showcased Room-by-Room.
Produced by Angie Woods, Ashley Hotham Cox, and Anne Marie Ashley
Written by Brandy Woods Snow

Southern Studio Interior Design embodies Southern charm and casual sophistication with the creamy
Lillian August sofas upholstered in Crypton fabric and handscraped wide-plank oak floors.

N

ot all renovations center on whole-home
design. Frequently, more homeowners are
turning to interior designers to focus on pieces
of their home instead. It’s a terrific scenario for
those looking only for a living room facelift or a
kitchen update, but these amazing spaces have
proven a challenge to Home Design & Decor’s commitment to fea-

turing incredible comprehensive home design. Until now.
In the magazine’s first Editors’ Pick feature, we bring
you our favorite rooms from submissions throughout the year.
From bedrooms and living rooms to bathrooms and kitchens,
peruse the best of what the Triangle has to offer, room by room,
and find your own inspiration in these awe-worthy styles.
Best of Guide 2017 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 29

Heart &
HOME

I

f the house has a pulse,
you’ll find it in the kitchen
– the true heart of the
home. As the backdrop for
intimate moments where
home-cooked meals are
prepared, homework is checked, and
where family members congregate
just to spend time with one another,
the kitchen must fulfill a tall order,
ensuring the utmost in function and
style. State-of-the-art appliances,
natural stone countertops, sleek
cabinetry, and elegant light fixtures
can pull it all together.
Photography by Dustin Peck

Top: Nature sets the vibe for this modern
mountain kitchen where the rustic warmth of
barnwood and wide-plank hardwood floors
marries the cool, clean lines of Marmara honed
marble countertops.
Designer: Holly Hollingsworth Phillips with
The English Room
Left: From closed off to open concept, the wall between
the kitchen and family room was opened and tiled in
pearlescent mosaic, helping to merge the two rooms.
New tile floors and finishings in coordination with pale
blue translucent marble countertops give the space a
light, airy feeling while oversized pendants add a bit of
drama.
Designer: Heather Garrett Design

Photography by John Bessler
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Right: Double islands with
storage, an integrated,
paneled refrigerator and
custom cabinetry hood
create a streamlined
aesthetic while also offering
a substantial amount of
storage. Engineered quartz
countertops mimic Calacatta
marble and are extremely
durable as well as beautiful.
Designer: Lisa Jones with
Kitchen & Bath Galleries
Photography by Petite Simone

Right: Warm and cozy with
an old world feel, this kitchen
doesn’t shy away from stained
woods and a rich color palette.
The lower cabinets are painted
in Benjamin Moore’s Chestertown Buff and the oxidized
copper and glass hardware is
by Te-Ma. The result: an inviting
kitchen perfect for entertaining.
Designer: Leigh Jones
with The Very Thing, Ltd.

Photography by Smith Hardy
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Cocktail

Couture

T

he space may be small, but the impact is huge!
The best bar areas will be fully functional, featuring custom cabinetry, wine drawers, adequate
shelving for glassware, and available counter
space for preparation. Design elements such as
custom tile work, wallpapers with bold patterns,
and bright paint colors can give the area a chic, personalized edge
perfect for mixing the tastiest cocktails.

Photography by Anna Routh Photography

Above: The best way to add drama is by playing up the contrast. While
the kitchen in this home was mainly white with black elements, the
bar was designed in the opposite vein. Black subway tile and black
cabinetry add drama while the white quartz countertop adds a sleek,
streamlined focal point, mimicked in the repeated graphic lines from
the polished nickel hardware, grout lines, and wine drawers.
Designer: Debra Zinn Interiors

Right: Modern and graphic with a feminine edge, this bar
area’s Cole & Sons wallpaper is bold and crisp, reminiscent of
the ‘60s. The custom designed shelf appears to be suspended
to look like a swing, adding a bit fun and whimsy to the space.
Glassware and vintage art complete the design.
Designer: Susan Tollefsen Interiors
Photography by Susan Tollefsen
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Modern

Mornings

W

hether tucked into
a nook in front of
expansive windows
or spanning the
length of a modern
kitchen, the breakfast area is a family gathering spot for anytime
of the day. It’s a place to eat a quick bite, have
a cup of coffee, complete homework, or simply
have an intimate conversation while dinner’s on.
Sleek, comfortable furniture and durable fabrics
provide a basis for vibrant pops of color—in rugs,
window treatments, or accessories—that personalize the family space, making mornings—and
every moment in between—everyone’s favorite.

Photography by Anna Routh Photography

Above: A custom-built banquette following the angles of the window creates accessible seating for the
high-traffic breakfast nook. Soft blue-grey vinyl cushions are both comfortable and durable while ghost
chairs allow for extra seating without diminishing the beauty of the banquette’s details. Accent pillows in
Kerry Joyce fabrics warm up the space’s modern elements.
Designer: Debra Zinn Interiors

Left: With ample natural light
and a scenic view of the
backyard, this breakfast area’s
design embodies elegant
serenity. The Hickory Chair dining table and chairs and Visual
Comfort lighting create a sleek,
contemporary aesthetic while
the floor-to-ceiling window
treatment panels in misty blue
soften the space.
Designer: Vicky Serany with
Southern Studio Interior Design

Photography by Dustin Peck
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An Appetite for
Glam

B

old. Classic. Eclectic. Cozy. Modern. Dining rooms
come in all shapes and sizes and evoke a plethora
of atmospheres. But one thread ties them all
together. Every dining room is designed to dazzle
guests by operating as the perfect backdrop to
each dinner party, family meal, or extravagant
event. And here, more than anywhere else in the home, a little
extra glam is always appropriate.

Photography by Jenny Cimino

Above: The custom ceiling design, crafted with a flex molding, anchors and
inspires the aesthetic of this dining room. Rich pops of blue create that instant
“wow” factor, and a circular dining table and stunning Visual Comfort light
fixture echoes the ceiling details. Embellished artwork and etched velvet
dining chairs truly make this space a masterpiece in and of itself.
Designer: Jenny Cimino, Owner/Designer of Lavish Raleigh
Photography by Ashley Walker DeLapp

Above: Bold patterns and bright bursts of color transform a neutral dining room canvas into
a stunning star. The geometric Harlequin wallpaper, vintage console lacquered in Benjamin
Moore Citrus Burst, Arteriors mirror, Modway dining table and chairs, and gold-toned
chandelier from Lucent Lightshop make this dining room anything but boring.
Designer: Ashley DeLapp Interior Design
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Left: This dining room reflects the
wanderlust of its well-traveled family –
eclectic, exotic, and fresh. The wallpaper’s
Asian-inspired flower print in lilac and
pungent coral is diffused for softness
with crisp white trim in Benjamin Moore
House White and Iced Lavender ceiling.
The purple crystal chandelier gives a
wink to Murano, Italy’s artistic spirit, and
a gallery wall from Charleston Artist
Collective fully embraces the room’s
vibe. The exotic Folsom rug from Stark
adds a touch of wild.
Designer: Holly Hollingsworth Phillips
with The English Room
Photography by Dustin Peck

Right: Traditional with a twist, the antique
furniture finds the perfect home with
the window treatments fashioned from
Brunschwig & Fils fabric and Samuel & Sons
Greek key tape trim, which provides a fresh
color scheme and plays on pattern for a more
updated look and feel.
Designer: MA Allen Interiors

Photography by Anna Routh Photography
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Right: The homeowner’s Northern
California style comes to Cary in this
comfortable, chic living room. Layers of
fabrics and textures on the Lee Industries
furniture—Holland & Sherry linen fabric
on chairs, Holly Hunt cut velvet pillows,
and mohair velvet on the sofa—easily
mesh with the Phillip Jeffries neutral
grasscloth wallpaper and sisal area rug
from Fibreworks to create a soothing,
relaxed aesthetic. Bookshelf lighting from
Restoration Hardware highlights personal
art.
Designer: Betsy Anderson Interiors

Photography by Smith Hardy

Live & Let
LIVE

I

f the foyer says “hello,” the living
room says “sit down and stay a
while.” Whether it boasts an elegant
sitting group, a gallery wall of
eclectic art, or a unique architectural element, the living room’s
focal point draws guests in and establishes
the mood of the space.  At the intersection
of the home’s comprehensive design, the
living room blends colors, textures, and styles
to create a space where visual impact and
personal comfort are paramount.

Left: An influx of natural light and greenery
was the inspiration behind this living room’s
earthen-toned palette. The subtle tones of the
F. Schumacher fabric on the custom swivel
chairs and the Kravet upholstery on the barrel
chairs brings the outdoors in to create a practical, family-friendly space for everyday living.

Photography by Brian Douglas Works
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Designer: Martha Schneider, Owner/Designer of
La Maison Home Boutique

Photography by Dory Barnes

Above: Modern-urban with a pop of color was the
goal. The sectional sofa by Norwalk, ottoman by
Lexington Home Brands, Jaunty rug, and bold
accent pillows gives this old tobacco loft the allure
of home sweet home.
Designer: Dory Barnes with Furnish

Left: This 1920s house moves from yesterday to
today with bursts of colorful, contemporary details
that impart a happy, fresh aesthetic. The woven
chairs are Palecek, the crackle glass top on the
coffee table by Andrew Pearson Industries, and
custom chaises by Thayer Coggin. All lighting is
Visual Comfort, and the painting over the fireplace
by Sherry McAdams.
Designer: Leigh Jones with The Very Thing, Ltd.

Photography by Smith Hardy
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Posh

Playtime

R

ecreational rooms
are the meeting
point between family
time and entertainment, where family
members can relax
together, watch TV, and play a game
or two. Whether dark and rustic or
light and contemporary, recreational
room design must embrace comfort
and coziness in order to become the
family’s favorite getaway spot.
Photography by Anna Routh Photography

Above and Left: Pops of red
punctuate the room in unexpected
places as seen in the hardware and
pillow boxing. Clarke & Clarke and
Kravet window treatments and
brightly patterned accent pillows
by Brunschwig & Fils, Kravet, Clarke
& Clarke, F. Schumacher, Robert
Allen, and Studio B create a bold and
bright space reflective of family fun.
Designer: MA Allen Interiors

Photography by Anna Routh Photography
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Work/Life

Balance

W

orking
from home
shouldn’t
feel like a
job, and it
won’t with
a smart, efficient workspace that maximizes square footage, boasts organizational tools, and dresses it all up with a
glamorous style that flows seamlessly
within the home’s aesthetic. Built-in
cabinetry, uncluttered desks and filing
systems, and adequate and beautiful
lighting options elevate a standard
study to a posh professional space.

Left: Glazed dark wood built-ins and a burnished
brass Brutalist chandelier gives the room a heavy,
edgy quality while leather and linen treatments and
an antique wool rug reveal the design’s softer side.
The partner’s desk and shaped English armchairs
make this a comfortable, accessible, and stylish work
environment.
Designer: Designer: Heather Garrett Design
Photography by John Bessler
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Slumber in
STYLE

I

ntimate and deeply personal, the
bedroom marries comfort and
personality to create a haven
within the confines of the home.
From new contemporary furnishings to refurbished antique
finds, every element goes hand-in-hand to
infuse a clean, modern aesthetic perfect
for sleeping or simply relaxing in a place
all your own. Punchy fabrics, artwork,
and accessories smartly infuse the space
with personality.

Photography by Dustin Peck

Above: This master bedroom retreat is anchored by a
custom-designed bed by Old Biscayne Designs that
combines metal, wood, and upholstery. The accent
wall, covered in textured sisal, and the lush linens and
pillows add layers of texture and subtle color for a bit of
drama in this cozy suite.
Designer: Designer: Vicky Serany with
Southern Studio Interior Design
Left: Designed with a romantic and soothing combination of blush and grey tones, this ethereal bedroom
layers tone-on-tone colors with floral and geometric
prints for a contemporary edge. The headboard,
custom-designed in cream herringbone linen with
Samuel & Sons tape on the edge, and neutral wall
color in Benjamin Moore Revere Pewter are a beautiful
backdrop to the more dramatic Amy Karyn fabric
Euro shams and bedskirt and the Mary McDonald
for F. Schumacher fabric curtains. A Ro Sham Beaux
chandelier finishes the look.
Designer: Laura Covington Interiors

Photography by Nick Pironio
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Photography by Anna Routh Photography

Above: Traditional patterns are updated by bright colors that create a contemporary look
perfect for the homeowner’s grandchildren. Splashes of color and pattern abound in the
headboard fabric by Thibaut and Kravet and bedding by Peacock Alley. The Union Camp
Collective desk is both functional and handsome
Designer: MA Allen Interiors

Photography by Anna Routh Photography

Photography by Anna Routh Photography

Left and Above: Bold patterns, multiple textures, and fun furniture take
this classic blue and orange palette to the next level. The navy linen bed’s
brass studs pick up the orange tones in the room, including a cheerful orange Robert Abbey table lamp situated bedside on the glazed grasscloth
table from Bungalow 5. Custom pillows made in F. Schumacher’s Bleecker
fabric perfectly coordinate with the Deconstructed Stripe in blue and
custom roman shades. A super soft blue and white rug from Crate and
Barrel and Ikea ghost chair create the fun and functional look.
Designer: Debra Zinn Interiors
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Soak it
In

T

he ultimate standard in personal luxury, the
perfect bathroom offers a spa-like feel with the
elegance of a five-star resort. Posh linens, sleek
cabinetry, neutral palettes, and contemporary
light fixtures and sconces create a clean, uncluttered aesthetic that invites relaxation with a soak
in the tub, a moment to wash away the day and the stresses of the
world while savoring the ambiance.

Photography by Patrick Cline

Top: In its first update since the 1960s, this High Point
bathroom’s footprint was extended considerably when a closet
was converted into a shower and water closet. Black and white
wallpaper in Taj Trellis by F. Schumacher and custom round
art by Ron Royals adds drama. La Pietra marble surrounds the
soaking tub with Newport Brass fixtures in unlacquered brass.
Designer: Lisa Sherry Interieurs

Left: The Walker Zanger tile accent wall sets the artistic
standard for this luxury master spa making it the centerpiece.
The freestanding tub from Victoria Albert paired with a DXV
tub filler allows the homeowner to sink into relaxation with
ultimate style.
Designer: Jenny Cimino, Owner/Designer of Lavish Raleigh

Photography by Jenny Cimino
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Photography by Dustin Peck

Top: A subtle color palette, clean
lines, and bronze hardware give
this mountain bathroom a spa-like
feel that tiptoes between modern
and rustic.
Designer: Holly Hollingsworth Phillips
with The English Room
Left: Home sweet resort? This Zen-like
bathroom—expansive, open and
accessible—offers its retired female
executive homeowner the luxury
of her extensive travels within the
comforts of home. A custom vanity
offers built-in internal power for hair
utensils, a mirror with ample storage,
a charging station, and night light.
A zero-clearance shower entry
ensures safety and accessibility for
years to come.
Designer: Christi Barbour with
Barbour Spangle Design
Photography by Dustin Peck
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Storage

SAVVY

P

erhaps closets are the most underestimated rooms in a home.
After all, they’re only there to
house clothes and other essentials, right? But the savviest
closets go above and beyond
the call of duty, offering customized storage
options—shelving, cubbies, cabinetry, and
hanging spaces—with the highest standards of
style. Throw in a dressing area, a vanity, or even
a private lounge, and it becomes a favorite room
where homeowners enjoy spending time.

This master suite closet features a
graduated mix of finishes, from dark
drawer fronts on lower cabinetry and
light on upper cabinets and shelves,
to frosted glass inserts on top. The
variation keeps the abundance of
storage from feeling too heavy. Closet
construction and installation is by
California Closets.
Designer: Sally Williams with Colorful
Concepts Interior Design

Photography by Catherine Nguyen

Left: Who says a closet is all
storage and no excitement?
Original marble flooring with an
inlaid mosaic design, wallpaper,
and chic lighting fixtures take this
closet from utilitarian to intimate
retreat, complete with a separate
space for a private lounge for the
homeowner to relax and secretly
escape for a quiet moment.
Designer: Heather Garrett Design
Photography by John Bessler
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Right: Oversized cubbies provide adequate storage for the entire family, and deep drawers are
the perfect place to hide gloves, soccer balls, and everything else. Frosted glass inserts in the
cabinetry keeps visual clutter to a minimum, and the dark tile floor masks the occasional dog
hair from the homeowner’s beloved pets.
Designer: Heather Garrett Design

Bottom: Deep navy custom cabinets supply a pop of color coming in the side entry as well as
a comfortable place to sit, remove shoes, or simply relax. Zoffany wallpaper and custom linen
roman shades with embroidered tape complement the navy with a neutral palette, and the
fresh color scheme continues throughout the rest of the home.
Designer: Liles Dunnigan and Zandy Gammons with The Warehouse

Photography by John Bessler

Form &

FUNCTION

A

functional back entrance
shouldn’t skimp on
style. Incorporating
hidden closets and
custom cabinetry to
accommodate storage
needs keep the aesthetic clean and streamlined, while architectural detailing, custom
tile floors, and shiplap walls can add drama
to a traditionally more utilitarian space.
Photography by Dustin Peck
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Sensational
Cellar

E

fficient wine cellars demand controlled elements—
steady temperatures and humidity levels with
enough space to house a substantial wine collection and a protected location with no direct
sunlight. But these climate-controlled spaces can
also be beautiful and welcoming, an extension
of the comprehensive home design made custom with specialty
lighting, shelving, and flooring to allow homeowners the best
options in which to store and showcase their collection.

Photography by Kyle Ketchel with Visual Properties
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Below: Dubbed the “Domaine Serene,” the heart pine floors and
beams, oak ceilings, barn doors, and tasting table in this Cary wine
cellar are locally rescued, reclaimed, and vintage items from the
1900s-1920s that infuse the space with a rustic, hearty quality
making it as rich as the ingredients that make up the wine.
Designer: Jenn Frost with JSF Designs

Photography by Smith Hardy

Above: Teak furniture by Janus et Cie, coffee
table and console by Elegant Earth, and flooring
from Byrd Tile, all marry to infuse this outdoor
space with a sense of relaxed elegance that flows
seamlessly from the interior, extending the living
space for maximum entertainment potential in
this home in Prestonwood.
Designer: Betsy Anderson Interiors

Extraordinary
Exterior

B

eyond the back door, exists some valuable
real estate that can easily extend the
home’s square footage. Custom furniture,
lighting, and fabrics can create the oasis
of your dreams, from relaxed and casual
to chic and sophisticated. And with North
Carolina’s moderate seasons, this outdoor living space
can offer a year-round option for entertaining guests or
simply relaxing at home with friends and family.
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A symmetrical arrangement of buttery soft leather tuxedo
sofas, artwork, and Lillian August chests are interrupted
by a pop of color from the long green velvet bench placed
midroom. The jaw-dropping fireplace by Dickerson Hearth
Products and intricate coffered ceiling adds to the symmetrical
feel in this main living space.
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Technology
Treasure
Trove
The integration
of technology and
interior design weaves
through every room of
The Lodge at Avalaire.
By Dana W. Todd
Photography by Woody Howard
with New View Photography

C

lose your eyes and think of a heavenly retreat.
For some, the Grove Park Inn in Asheville may
come to mind. For many recent Triangle Parade
of Homes attendees, that luxurious landmark
is a fitting comparison for Bost Custom Homes’
newest showcase house – The Lodge at Avalaire.
Rex Bost and his multi-disciplinary team built the imposing
6,800-plus square-foot High Country Craftsman home to
showcase and introduce the latest technology and design
techniques to the Triangle region.
“Every area of The Lodge is stepped up from a traditional build,”
Evan Bost says. “From new products and techniques to healthy
building features.”
One of the home’s most technologically exciting and efficient
features is lighting, which enhances every nook and cranny of
this home.
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A Century Furniture dining table surrounded by Lee Industries
dining chairs anchor the room, with the wine cellar and its LEDbacklit floor off to the side for easy access to beverages. Phillip
Jeffries grasscloth wallcovering and an ivory leather credenza by
Theodore Alexander are conversation starters. The glass doors
along the back wall fold all the way to one side, letting guests
seamlessly traverse between indoor and outdoor dining spaces.

“We are proud The Lodge is one hundred percent
LED illuminated,” Bost says, including a one-of-a-kind
lighted wine cellar floor. The quartzite stone floor
from Absolute Stone is backlit with remote-controlled
LED rope lighting that is color adjustable. Exotic
lighting patterns shine through the floor in the wine
room, as well as throughout the master bathroom,
underneath the treads of the main staircase, and
outside around the raised pool ledge. From twinkling
pinpoints of light to glowing strips, the capabilities of
LED technology enhance the architectural features of
The Lodge.
“The decorative hanging light fixtures on the
main floor were carefully chosen to be unique but
still relate, a challenge since many rooms are visible
at once by standing in a central location,” interior
designer Donna Davis of Design Works Studio says.
The striking, expansive fixtures also provide another
opportunity to mix metals throughout the home.
LED lighting is not always necessary, though, as
the home has eight skylights and five sun tunnels to
capture, concentrate, and bring in natural lighting.
Four of the skylights with motorized shades are
in the great room, snuggled between the massive
wooden trusses that decorate the ceiling. Remotecontrolled and automated motorized shading
covering the two-story windows in the theater/game
room add another eco-friendly element to the lighting
mix. And thirty-six solar panels on top of the covered
lounge area by the pool and cabana bathhouse power,
on average, forty percent of the house.
The Lodge’s technological savvy is not limited to
lighting, however, as the entire home is powered by
a custom Control4 home automation system from
Audio Advice that automates control of lighting,
window shades, whole-home audio and video,
temperature, security system, and a baby grand
piano integrated with the audio system.
Some rooms have special technology features,
such as the master closet, where two recessed
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Top Left: The kitchen, with its adjacent smaller prep kitchen, features Crystal Cabinet
Works custom walnut cabinetry from Kitchen & Bath Galleries and a farmhouse style
sink from R. Jacobs Fine Plumbing & Hardware.
Top Right: The family room, with its soaring ceiling, flows openly into the dining area.
The highlight of this room is the Currey & Company lighting fixture, which is just as
beautiful viewed from above on the Juliet balcony as below on the family room sofa.
Bottom Left: The raised and tooled mortar joints in the exterior stonework by Custom
Stone NC require an extra step by the workmen but results in a textured surface that
provides dramatic shadow lines when lit at night.
Bottom Middle: The brick flooring from General Shale and faux bois driftwood cabinets
in the laundry room are continued into the scullery, where some of the bottom
cabinets are eliminated to make space for rolling service carts. This working kitchen
spares no details, featuring porcelain backsplash, a farm sink, and a commercial-style
pulldown Kohler faucet.
Bottom Right: Faux bois driftwood cabinets, brick flooring, and Sherwin-Williams
Morning Fog on the walls work together to make this workhorse of a room serene.
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Top: A unique Phillip Jeffries
veneered wood wallcovering
draws attention to the wall
behind the Hickory White bed.
The wallcovering is made with
laser cut wood rolls overlaid with
metallic strips, which warm up
the room. The night stands are
from Swaim, the bench is from
Lee Industries, and the settee
is from Hickory White. When
designer Donna Davis could not
find artwork with the appropriate
colorway, she painted the curved
metal painting on the wall herself.
Bottom: The largest single piece
of glass ever installed in a
residence by Carolina Glass &
Mirror separates the master
bathroom’s wet area from the
double vanities. A freestanding
Kohler tub is softened by the
addition of loose river stones
around its base, surrounded
by a restful gray wall color with
hints of a plum undertone and
tilework from Triangle Tile &
Stone that can only be described
as heavenly.

luggage hatches in the floor – one remotely controlled and
motorized and the other operable via assistive springs – safely
tuck away empty suitcases between trips. Motorized wardrobe
elevators store off-season clothing high above the prime closet real
estate and can be lowered to a reachable height as needed at the
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press of a button.
A new product, folding panel glass doors that clasp together at
a ninety-degree corner, can be pushed back to completely open
the dining room to a covered veranda featuring an outdoor dining
table and outdoor kitchen surrounded by retractable phantom

Top: Custom built-in bunk beds expand
the sleeping capacity of the room and
use space as efficiently as possible.
Shiplap is a more durable wallcovering
choice for children, and an enclosed
ceiling fan keeps the space safe for
those using the top bunks.
Right: The study features Stark antelope
print carpet, Lutron motorized shades,
a Century Furniture desk, Hickory White
lounge chairs, and Visual Comfort light
fixture. Artwork by local artist Joann
Couch adds a vibrant element to the
otherwise neutral setting.

screens.
“The threshold between indoor and outdoor dining is flush,
so the transition from hardwood floors to the patio’s stone is
inconspicuous,” Bost says. “You almost don’t realize you have
stepped outside into the open air. This area won the special

feature award from the Parade judges.”
High-performance features on the outside make the property
run more sustainably. A 3,500-gallon rainwater harvesting
system collects rainwater runoff from the gutters and yard and
filters it for irrigation use. Spray foam insulation and sealed attic
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Oversized is the theme of the recreation/theater room,
where a seven-foot tall artistic photograph of Pasha the
horse draws immediate attention. An expansive fifteenfoot sectional sofa provides a space for everyone to spread
out and watch the movie when the Lutron automated
shades lower from beneath their hidden compartment
over the arched windows. Reclaimed barn wood provides
the natural, earthy feel that permeates the entire home.

The vibrant colors of the hallway leading to the recreation
room are grounded by a stained cork floor. Reclaimed barn
wood on the walls echoes the barn wood in the recreation
room, creating cohesion between the two spaces.
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Even the smallest room is filled with intricate details. The wine
cellar’s seamless natural stone floor by Absolute Stone is the
showpiece of the room with LED-illuminated rope lighting that
glows beneath the quartzite floor. Modern Lucite shelves fill the
top portion of the shelving unit and surround a 3D “window”
crafted by a local artist.
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The same exterior stone, Mountain Weatherface natural stone from Custom Stone NC, is used again on the patio’s fireplace and floor. A grill top tucked into the
corner features a leathered granite surface. A sectional sofa with outdoor fabric provides space to entertain a crowd.
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and crawl spaces create a tight and continuous barrier around the home’s perimeter.
Energy Star® certified appliances and heating/cooling system along with a whole-house
dehumidifier optimizes the house’s environment at all times, and argon-filled insulated
windows ensure that environment is maintained. A whole house reverse osmosis system
purifies all water used in the home, and no-VOC and no-formaldehyde paint and cabinetry
further increase health and sustainability. The Lodge is an Energy Star® Certified Home
and a Bronze Certified National Green Building Standard Home.
With all of these technology features throughout the house, Bost Custom Homes
turned to designer Donna Davis to integrate the technology into a beautiful, comfortable,
and livable atmosphere. She focused on bringing in lots of materials and textures,
continuing the tech theme by showcasing the latest materials like the bar’s glass
herringbone backsplash tile from Triangle Tile & Stone, a way to integrate an organic feel
with its silver and slate blue metallic wood grain pattern.
“The color palette is not the typical gray and white,” Davis says, “but soft and blended
tones of taupe, ivory, and slate blue, which makes The Lodge inviting, organic, and
earthy. Walnut accents and features such as antelope print carpeting in the study and
leathered quartzite kitchen countertops make the space feel masculine yet casual.”
The Lodge at Avalaire features scores of personalized
touches that complement the latest technology sprinkled liberally throughout every room,
nestled in the last remaining planned luxury community in the northern Raleigh area.
The result is a showcase masterpiece that anyone would be proud to call home.u

Water cascades over the infinity pool edge to a lower pool basin starring an underwater fire feature by
Dickerson Hearth Products. A cabana bath house, complete with a changing room and outdoor shower,
provides privacy on the west.
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Chapel Hill as you’ve never seen it

WESTFALLWOW!
Custom homes from the $650s

ICG Homes

Arthur Rutenberg Homes

There’s a lot of “wow factor” at Westfall in Chapel Hill.
First there’s the unbelievable location, just 9 miles from Franklin
Street and only 3 miles from Jordan Lake. Then there are the
spectacular panoramic views and vistas of the
whole Triangle. The setting itself is beautiful
with rolling topography, preserved open space,
and greenways and walking trails throughout.
There are neighborhood amenities for
every lifestyle including a resort-style pool and
cabana, turf sports field, and kids’ playground.
Then there are the homes—exquisite
custom residences situated on homesites large
enough for your family to enjoy.
Visit today and discover your “Westfall wow” now!

v
Äv
Ä

Chapel Hill address | Chatham County taxes

Terramor Homes

XFTUGBMM

For more information visit WestfallChapelHill.com or call 919-525-3939. The Westfall sales office is open daily at 41 Beech Slope Court, Chapel Hill.
From I-40/NC-54/US-64 take US 15-501 then east on Lystra Road to right turn on Westfall Way. Sales by ColdwellBanker HPWBuilderServices.
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Buying with an

Artist’s
Eye
ArtSource experts weigh in
on fine art in interior design.

By Dana W. Todd
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O

ur Amazon world has spoiled us a bit.
One-click shopping results in two-day
deliveries of food, clothing, hard-to-find
treasures, or just about anything our
hearts desire. There are a few items,
however, that are particularly difficult –
and not advisable – to buy online. One of those is fine art.
Choosing the right piece for a particular room can be
challenging and time-consuming. It may require some trial
and error of choosing and hanging to find the perfect colormatch, the right space to hang it, and engineering to get
it hung properly. Without an artistic eye, the task may be
daunting and nearly impossible in an Internet environment.
ArtSource Fine Art is a local gallery and art-consulting
firm in the trendy North Hills epicenter in Midtown. They
specialize in helping homeowners choose pieces that
complement their homes and add value to their portfolios.
Owned and staffed by art connoisseurs who perform both

in-gallery and at-home consultations, the
gallery offers the largest collection of fine
art from forty-five Southeastern artists
and counting.
How should homeowners select the
right piece?
“We consider the design aesthetic,
architectural style, and other art pieces
in a homeowner’s collection to suggest
complementary works that enhance the space
in need of art,” Sharon Tharrington says,
ArtSource’s co-owner. “We consider how a
room functions and how to achieve the feeling
that needs to be evoked. We help establish
what they see as their long-term goals for
their collection. Is it important to purchase
works by young and upcoming artists, or are
they looking for a piece that will appreciate
significantly over time?”
The conundrum of artwork placement
becomes a breeze with an art expert on the
homeowner’s side. Placement generally
is dictated by the size of the space and the
environment, and an expert’s eye eases the
decision-making process. Is a bold statement
piece or an intimate artwork that offers depth
more important for the space?
“We help establish how the art may evolve as
the collection changes and grows,” Tharrington
says. “Are the pieces able to be grouped or
stacked to add interest and rhythm?”
“Also, we caution our clients to avoid
selecting art that is too ‘matchy’ with fabric
colors or furniture, since most collectors will
have the art for decades – longer than their
sofas will survive. Love the painting. Love how
it works in the space. Take it home and live
with it a few days before deciding it is the right
piece to purchase,” Tharrington advises.
With ArtSource’s large gallery space,
homeowners can peruse the majority of the
firm’s inventory on display and see dozens of
artists’ work in a variety of mediums. This upclose-and-personal shopping experience, with the
added benefit of one-on-one consulting, makes
shopping online for fine artwork moot.u

Ready to fill the empty walls in your home? Visit
ArtSource Fine Art’s extensive gallery at 4421-123 Six
Forks Road in Midtown Raleigh or call 919-787-9533 for
an appointment or to inquire about design, installation,
framing, or collection documentation services.
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F

ashions may come and go, but the little black dress is forever. It’s elegant,
wearable, well made, timeless, and versatile. Today’s LBD may borrow
ideas and inspiration from the past, but it’s always gorgeous in its
simplicity. It’s a fashion icon.
      A furniture icon is much the same—elegant, livable, well made, timeless,
and versatile. It, too, is inspired by classic styles—from Chippendale to
American country—but updated for the way we live today. At Ethan Allen, that’s how we do the
classics. And it’s why year after year, our clients keep coming back for more.
Our icons play well with others. They’re not locked into a particular look. Most have
been modified in some (usually subtle) way. We may simplify an embellished design or use
new materials and construction techniques to give a piece longevity. We may scale down a
piece for smaller spaces, or we may scale it up for comfort. You can trust that our furniture
will last, and it will be just as relevant tomorrow as it is today.
Here are just a few pieces that are proven winners—the best of the best—just like the
little black dress.

u

Best of
the Best

EVERYDAY ELEGANCE
This is what we call a showstopper. With its stunning silhouette, perfect curves, and chic
diamond tufting, it’s no wonder the Shelton sofa is on so many wish lists. Here, it’s flanked
by deco-inspired Asher lamps—the perfect marriage of metal and crystal—and backed by
the mesmerizing “Journey to the Unknown” giclée, one of our most popular prints.
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LIVING (ROOM) LEGEND
You can’t miss with a classic sectional like the roll-arm Bennett; it’s available in timelessly chic fabrics and
leathers, and a variety of configurations to suit your lifestyle. The eclectic Beam coffee table is a client favorite.
Mix textures and materials to make this industrial-inspired piece your own.

REFINED DINING
Round dining tables invite gathering and lively
conversation. With its wide urn pedestal base and
parquet-design oak veneer top, the Garner adds an “oh
my” affect to the setting. The perfect complement: the
stop-and-stare Whitney chandelier, a wrought iron
wonder encircled by four tiers of crystal beads.

REST ASSURED
The Quincy bed has been around for years, and yet it
shows no signs of aging. We softened the edges of its
period design, giving it a modern twist. You can rest easy
knowing Quincy’s timeless details—from its Sheratonstyle headboard and boldly turned posts to its dramatic
curves—never go out of style.u

Stop in to see more of our best sellers and meet our design team. It’s their job to help you design the home of your dreams—doing as little or as
much as you like. And remember: Their services are always free. For inspiration and ideas, visit www.ethanallen.com or our two local Design Centers:
5717 Dillard Drive in Cary, 919-233-9190 and 4380 Lassiter at North Hills Avenue in Raleigh, 919-781-9431.
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interior design

approached artistically
yielding timeless, crisp, optimistic
environments

919.414.6113
colorfulconceptsinteriordesign.com
12804 Rosalie Street Raleigh, NC 27614
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Building a
B e tt e r H o m e

Ev a n

B o s t

u

Winds
of change

A

frequently circulated
statistic in the healthy
home industry states
that the average
American spends
ninety percent of their
life indoors. This originates from a study
conducted by the EPA in the early ‘90s,
revealing that respondents spent eightyseven percent of their time inside buildings,
mostly in their homes. This is troubling,
not just because it highlights our lack of
outdoor recreation, but because indoor air
can contain five to ten times higher concentration of pollutants than outdoor air, even
in industrialized cities. In addition, our
homes have been built increasingly airtight,
which only exacerbates the problem. Tight
homes are great for cozy comfort and
energy efficiency, but they also have the
adverse effect of trapping pollutants and
carbon dioxide in the home.
So how do we mitigate this growing
issue? There are two strategies to ensure

healthy indoor air: eliminate pollution
sources and promote ventilation.
The most ominous polluters in the
home are combustion appliances like
natural gas water heaters, furnaces,
ovens, and fireplaces because they release
carbon monoxide. Naturally drafted
appliances exhibit an increased risk for
exhaust spillage into the house. Gas
appliances can be tested by a BPI or HERS
inspector to ensure proper drafting, and
carbon monoxide detectors should be
utilized on all floors and outside of each
bedroom. Other pollution sources are less
conspicuous and often result from being
brought into the home.
You’re likely familiar with VOCs –
malicious fumes that emanate from
carpets, paints, and adhesives, contributing
to asthma, allergies, and according to
laboratory testing, long-term health
problems like cancer. Specifically, VOCs
are carbon-based molecules that easily
evaporate at room temperature from liquid

Similar to air purifying plants, Sherwin Williams
Harmony interior paint includes odor and formaldehyde absorbing technology to actively clean your air.
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Up-to-date carbon monoxide detectors placed
near appliances and outside of bedrooms
monitor indoor air pollution and ensure gas
appliances are drafting properly.

or solid state, can combine with other vapors to produce ozone,
and can take years to fully evaporate from the source substance.
Fortunately, awareness and research of these
chemicals have come a long way recently,
and there are many zero-VOC options when
choosing paints, stains, primers, household
cleaners, and glues. Opt for water-based
paints and stains when possible, and look for
GREENGUARD Certified products, which
have been third party verified to have zero or
low VOC content.
Fungi and mold can also affect our health,
from moderate irritation to severe reactions
and illness. To combat mold, be mindful of
moist or humid locations in the home with
limited airflow, and consider installing a
whole-house dehumidifier to consistently
reduce humidity throughout your home. At
a minimum, upgrade to antimicrobial/antiallergen air filters and remember to change
them regularly.
After eliminating sources of pollution,
we must abate stale air with ventilation.

The simplest way to ventilate is to open a few windows;
however, we probably don’t want to do that during the peak
of summer or winter, or while we’re not home. Mechanical
ventilation systems are the recommended choice for
airtight, energy efficient homes because they control
when, where, and how we bring fresh air into the home. A
balanced system exhausts stale air while introducing fresh
air, eliminating the possibility of a depressurized home.
House depressurization, which is the result of exhaust-only
ventilation, can lead to improper drafting of combustion
appliances and infiltration of dirty air from crawlspaces,
garages, and attics. The best option is an ERV, or Energy
Recovering Ventilator, which ties to the HVAC system
and uses the heating/cooling capacity to pre-heat or
pre-cool incoming air from the outside to be more similar
to indoor air temperature. This lowers utility bills and
increases comfort.
To avoid sounding like a total alarmist,  let’s talk about
a very simple way to clean and improve indoor air: house
plants. Common house plants like the Money Tree (Pachira
aquatica) and the Snake Plant (Sansevieria) produce oxygen,
consume carbon dioxide, and even sequester some VOCs
like formaldehyde. However, no number of house plants
are going to fix severe air quality problems in a home, so do
the research and consider indoor air quality when making
home improvement or home purchasing decisions. u
Evan Bost is director of marketing and Green Initiatives at Bost
Custom Homes, an award-winning custom building firm serving the
Triangle. With thirty years of proven expertise, Bost Homes designs
and constructs truly-custom residences with superior craftsmanship,
a focus on health and sustainability, architectural authenticity, and
structural integrity. To begin the conversation of your forever home,
call 919-460-1983 or email info@bosthomes.com. Learn more at
www.BostHomes.com or www.facebook.com/bostcustomhomes.

Energy recovering ventilators
(ERVs) pass incoming and outgoing
air through a heat exchanger to
condition the incoming air before
introducing it to the home.
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arts and culture

spotlight

46th Annual Historic Oakwood Candlelight Tour
Downtown Raleigh
December 9 - 10
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
www.historicoakwood.org

ArtSource Fine Art
Through December 31
www.artsourcefineart.com

Take a walk through history this holiday season as several homes in the
Historic Oakwood section of downtown Raleigh open up their homes to
visitors during the Candlelight Tour. Most of the homes date back to the
mid 1800-1900s and are beautifully preserved inside and out. Docents
will be available at each home to provide guests with the rich history of
the house while you tour and admire the decorations. Purchase tickets
online or at select locations throughout the Triangle, or purchase them
day of at the Tucker House, 418 North Person Street.

Holiday Market:
Connect and
Create
Artspace
December 16
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
www.artspacenc.org

The Holiday Market at Artspace features booths
of Artspace artists as well as artists from the community, all showcasing crafts and art pieces for sale
along with small gifts for the holiday]season. There
will also be a Connect + Create class on Handmade
Jewelry with Sarah Clover from 10 a.m. - noon.
Participants can make their very own jewelry, just
in time for gift-giving. Visit the Artspace website for
more information.

Second Annual ArtSource 12x12
Holiday Exhibition

Thirty-five ArtSource artists are participating in a unique show
featuring 12x12 paintings in a variety of different genres. The
perfect size for gift giving and something for everyone on your
Christmas list: abstracts, landscapes, figurative, still life, and
coastal paintings.

NC Chinese
Lantern Festival

Booth Amphitheatre
Through January 14
Tuesdays – Sundays, 6 p.m. – 10 p.m.
www.boothamphitheatre.com

City Ballet’s Nutcracker
Stewart Theater at
North Carolina State University
December 8 at 7 p.m.
December 9 at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.
www.arts.ncsu.edu

Raleigh Flute Choir
NC Museum of Art
December 10
3 p.m.
www.ncartmuseum.org
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Heather Gordon:
And Then the Sun
Swallowed Me
CAM Raleigh
Through February 4
www.camraleigh.org

Holiday Concert Featuring
the Raleigh Flute Choir
NC Museum of Art
December 10 at 3 p.m.
www.ncartmuseum.org

Pop Realism: New Works
by Robert Box
Gallery C
December 1 - 31
www.galleryc.net
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B E S T. D E C I S I O N . E V E R .
When it comes to your dream home – making sure it is perfect
means tons of tough decisions. Let our knowledgeable product
experts relieve the stress and restore the fun while introducing
you and your design team to our extensive collection of products
from the most sought after brands. Request your appointment

SPECTRA+ TOUCH™

R A LE I G H
270 0 Yo n ke r s R d .
R a l e i g h , N C 276 0 4
( 9 1 9 ) 8 3 1 - 9 928

C H A P E L H I LL
104 Hwy 54 W
C a r r b o r o, N C 27 51 0
(919) 933 - 6994

F E RGUSON S H OWROOM S .COM

©2017 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 1017 626878

today at fergusonshowrooms.com
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Hand Crafted
Farm tables & more

Customizable

Complete line of customizable
furniture and decor

One of a kind find and design
2448 SW Cary PKWY, Cary, NC
9 1 9 - 6 9 4 -1 5 3 3 | w w w . 1 k f d . c o m
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www.instagram.com/oneofakindfindanddesign
www.facebook.com/oneofakindfindanddesign
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Where Luxury Meets Location
Experience a new level of sophistication and elegance at 904 Oberlin,
where luxury meets location. Here, residents enjoy an intimate community
of twenty-three brownstones nestled in the heart of Cameron Village. A
seamless blend of timeless charm and modern amenities will let you know
you’ve arrived. Preview by appointment.

919-278-7655 | 904Oberlin.com
Now Selling two and three story brownstones priced from the high $800s - $1Million+
Sales by Coldwell Banker Howard Perry and Walston Builder Services.

8613 GLENWOOD AVENUE, RALEIGH, NC 27617

919.720.4202

RJACOBSFPH.COM

